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Abstract

This paper deals with the optimal allocation of MPEG-2 encoding and media-independent Forward

Error Correction (FEC) rates under a total given bandwidth. The optimality is de�ned in terms of

minimum perceptual end-to-end distortion given a set of video and network parameters. We �rst derive

the set of equations leading to the residual loss process parameters. That is, the packet loss ratio

and the average burst length after FEC decoding. We then show that the perceptual source distortion

decreases exponentially with the increasingMPEG-2 source rate. We also demonstrate that the perceptual

distortion due to data loss is directly proportional to the number of lost macroblocks, and therefore

decreases with the amount of channel protection. Finally, we derive the global set of equations that

lead to the optimal dynamic rate allocation. The optimal distribution is shown to outperform classical

FEC scheme, thanks to its adaptivity to the scene complexity, the available bandwidth and the network

performances.
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I. Introduction

Streamed digital video has already begun its penetration in the market. Transmitting

video in digital form is the direct result of the bene�ts o�ered by digital compression.

The purpose of compression is data rate reduction, which results in lower transmission

costs. Although many compression schemes have been studied, a standard was necessary

for widespread communications. For digital video, attention is now being focused on the

MPEG-2 standard. MPEG-2 aims at diverse applications such as television broadcast over

satellite, cable and other broadcast channels (DVB), and digital storage media (DVD).

In general, the distortion the end-user perceives results from compression artifacts,

packet losses, delays and delay jitters. All lossy compression schemes distort and delay

the signal. Degradation mainly comes from the quantization, which is the only irre-

versible process in a coding scheme. Moreover, delays and packet losses are inevitable

during transfers across today's networks. The delay is generally due to propagation and

queuing. Information loss is mainly caused by multiplexing overloads of high magnitude

and duration that lead to bu�er overow in the nodes. Data loss is particularly annoying

in video streaming applications due to the predictive structure of MPEG-2 compression,

as described in the next section.

Interactive video delivery can signi�cantly be improved by providing sender-side mech-

anisms [1]. These include (i) structuring techniques [2{4] and scalable coding [5, 6] to

reduce data loss sensitivity, and (ii) forward error correction (FEC) mechanisms to lower

the probability of loss at the application layer. FEC means that redundancy is added

to the data so that the receiver can recover from losses or errors without any further

intervention from the sender. This work explores the media-independent FEC scheme [7].

That is, k video packets are protected by n�k FEC packets within a total of n, regardless

of the underlying video sensitivity [8].

Clearly, under a given channel rate, the addition of FEC packets reduces the available

rate for source coding. Rates allocated to source coding and FEC results thus from a

trade-o� whose optimisation is the topic of this paper. Also, this optimal distribution has

to be dynamically adjusted according to varying video and network parameters.

The problem is therefore stated in the following manner. Let R(t) denote the channel

rate available for transmission at time t for a given time slot. Let RS(t) and RFEC(t)

further denote the MPEG-2 source rate and the rate of FEC packets. The problem is

then to �nd the optimal RS(t) and RFEC(t) at time t that minimize the end-to-end video

distortion2 under the constraint RS(t) + RFEC(t) � R(t) and a given set of video and

network parameters.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II briey describes the transmission of

2We call "end-to-end video distortion" the distortion as perceived by the end-user.
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MPEG-2 video streams over packet networks and the sensitivity to data loss. Section III

analyzes the FEC eÆciency. The residual video loss patterns after FEC reconstruction are

computed in the case of a Gilbert-model loss process. The source perceptual distortion-

rate function is empirically computed in Section IV. Section V then analyzes the error

propagation and derives the degradation due to loss from the video loss patterns. The

optimal rate distribution is the topic of Section VI. Section VII shows how our algorithm

behaves in di�erent conditions, and compares the end-to-end distortion to classical FEC

schemes. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VIII.

II. MPEG-2 over Packet Networks

In this section, we �rst briey present the MPEG-2 encoding algorithm. We then

explain why data loss is particularly annoying in MPEG-2 streaming applications.

A. MPEG-2 Backgrounder

Fig. 1. MPEG-2 video structure.

An MPEG-2 video stream is hierarchically structured as illustrated in Fig. 1. The

stream consists of a sequence composed of several frames. The MPEG-2 video standard

de�nes three di�erent types of frames: intra-coded (I-), predicted (P-) and bidirectional

(B-) frames. The use of these three frame types allows MPEG-2 to be robust as I-frames

provide error propagation reset points and eÆcient as B- and P-frames allow a good overall

compression ratio. Each frame is composed of slices which are series of macroblocks. Each

macroblock (16 � 16 pixels) contains 4 blocks (8 � 8 pixels) of luminance and 2, 4 or 8

blocks of chrominance depending on the chroma format. Motion estimation is performed
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on macroblocks while the DCT 3 is calculated on blocks. The resulting DCT coeÆcients

are quantized and variable length coded. The quantizer results from the multiplication

of a Quantizer Scale, MQUANT, and the corresponding element of a Quantizer Matrix.

In general, the higher the MQUANT value, the lower the bit rate but also the lower the

quality (well-known from the rate-distorsion theory).

Before being transmitted, a video stream goes through the MPEG-2 Transport Stream

(TS) layer. Basically, the stream is �rst segmented into variable-length Packetized Ele-

mentary Stream (PES) packets and then subdivided into �xed-length TS packets. These

packets are then encapsulated in RTP (Real-Time Protocol) packet for transmission [9,10].

It is worth noting that a uncompressed header (i.e., syntactic information) is inserted be-

fore each of the following information elements: PES, TS, sequence, picture, and slice. In

general, when a header is damaged, the underlying information is lost.

B. MPEG-2 Sensitivity to Data Loss

Figure 2 illustrates how network losses map onto visual information losses in di�erent

types of pictures. Data loss spreads within a single picture up to the next resynchro-

nization point (e.g., picture or slice headers) mainly due to the use of di�erential coding,

run-length coding and variable length coding. This is referred to as spatial propagation

and may damage any type of picture. When loss occurs in a reference picture (intra-

coded or predictive frame), the damaged macroblocks will a�ect the non intra-coded

macroblocks in subsequent frame(s), which reference the errored macroblocks. This is

due to inter-frame predictions and known as temporal propagation.

1

2

3

Cell Losses

I Picture

P or B Picture

P or BPicture

Time

Temporal Loss
Propagation

Spatial Loss
Propagation

Spatial Loss
Propagation

Video
Sequence

Temporal Loss
Propagation

Fig. 2. Data loss propagation in MPEG-2 video streams.

However, the error visibility may be dramatically reduced by means of error conceal-

ment techniques [11]. These error concealment algorithms include, for example, spatial

3DCT stands for Discrete Cosine Transform
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interpolation, temporal interpolation and early resynchronization techniques [12]. The

MPEG-2 standard proposes an elementary error concealment algorithm based on motion

compensation. Basically, it estimates the motion vectors for the lost macroblock by using

the motion vectors of neighbouring macroblocks in the a�ected picture (provided that

these have not also been lost). This improves the concealment in moving picture areas.

However, there is an obvious problem with errors in macroblocks whose neighbouring

macroblocks are intra-coded, because there are ordinarily no motion vectors associated

with them. To circumvent this problem, the encoding process can be extended to include

motion vectors for intra macroblocks4.

In general, error concealment techniques may, in general, eÆciently decrease the sen-

sitivity to data loss. However, none of these techniques is perfect. Data loss may still

involve annoying degradation in the decoded video.

III. Loss Process Parameters after FEC Recovery

Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques are the preferred error-control scheme for

multicast or interactive applications. In this paper a very simple media-independent

Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism is used. Due to the low bit error rates

associated with the modern communication media, the assumption is made that decoding

is mainly impeded by packet loss. Either the packet is present and correct or it is lost.

These losses are mainly caused by network congestion and the resultant bu�er overow

and queuing delay. In this case, packet-level FEC schemes [13{16] provide an eÆcient way

to �ght against losses, although the perfect recovery cannot be guaranteed. The details of

the FEC algorithms are outside the scope of this paper but can be found in [17]. Recall

however that common FEC schemes based on Reed-Solomon codes or X-OR functions

can generally correct as many losses as the number of redundancy packets.

Video packets FEC packets

n-k

n

k

Fig. 3. Media-independent FEC scheme.

Assume every block of k video packets are protected by (n� k) FEC packets as repre-

sented in Figure 3 in a n RTP packets stream. This is referred to as media-independent

FEC. If at least k out of n packets are correctly received, the underlying video information

can be correctly decoded. Otherwise, none of the lost packets can be recovered by the

4Some MPEG-2 encoder chips automatically produce concealment motion vectors for all intra-coded mac-

roblocks.
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receiver. Hence the packet loss pattern experienced at the video level is quite di�erent

from the loss pattern observed on the global packet stream of the lossy channel.

The purpose of this section is to compute the video loss process parameters after FEC

recovery. These parameters are the packet loss ratio �v and the average burst length �v.

They directly drive the �nal video quality. The packet loss ratio �v simply represents the

ratio between lost and sent video packets. The average burst length �v is the average

length of consecutively lost video packets.

Several studies have been performed to compute the FEC eÆciency or the probability

for data to be recovered in case of loss [18{20]. The probability of recovery is simply given

by the probability to have less than n� k+1 losses in a block of n packets. However this

parameter do not bring enough information about the loss process after FEC recovery.

To correctly model the video quality, at least two parameters (i.e, �v and �v) should be

computed.

For sake of simplicity let �rst packets take binary values 0 and 1 for correctly re-

ceived and lost packets respectively. Let us assume moreover that the loss process could

be matched with a renewal error process. In other words, the lengths of consecutive

inter-error intervals (also called gaps) are assumed to be independently and identically

distributed.

Following the development of [18], let p(i) denote the probability that a gap length is

i� 1, i.e., p(i) = Pr(0i�11j1), where 0i�1 is a shorthand for i� 1 successive 0's. Similarly,

let P (i) denote the probability that at least i � 1 0's follow a given error, i.e., P (i) =

Pr(0i�1j1). It has to be noted that P (i) could be written as

P (i) =
1X
m=i

p(m): (1)

The probability of the sequence 1 0i�1 is thus given by

Pr(1 0i�1) = � P (i): (2)

Because of the independence among gap lengths of a renewal process order is irrelevant

and the events 1 0i�1 and 0i�11 are equiprobable. From these properties, the probability

R(m;n) that m� 1 errors occur in the next n� 1 bits following an error, could be easily

computed by recurrence [18]. Thus,

R(m;n) =

8<: P (n); for m = 1 and n � 1Pn�m+1
i=1 p(i) R(m� 1; n� i); for 2 � m � n.

(3)

As mentioned earlier, this probability is not enough to model the video loss process.

We will therefore introduce other probabilities to reach this goal. To this end, let r(m;n)
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denote the probability that m � 1 errors occur in the n � 1 bits between two errors. It

could also be computed by recurrence as

r(m;n) =

8<: p(n); for m = 1 and n � 1Pn�m+1
i=1 p(i) r(m� 1; n� i); for 2 � m � n.

(4)

Finally, let �r(m;n) represent the probability that m � 1 errors occur in the n � 1

following an error and preceding a 0:

�r(m;n) = R(m;n)� r(m;n): (5)

From the above variables, the probability q(i) to have a burst of length i � 1 and the

probability Q(i) that at least i� 1 1's follow a zero could be easily computed. The dual

of R(m;n), S(m;n) represents the probability to have m � 1 0's in the next n � 1 bits

following a 0. This probability could also be computed by recurrence by

S(m;n) =

8<: Q(n); for m = 1 and n � 1Pn�m+1
i=1 q(i) S(m� 1; n� i); for 2 � m � n.

(6)

The video packet loss rate after FEC recovery is now straightforward. Two cases are

considered with respect to the state of the last video packet of a FEC block. Its loss or

its presence directly drives the loss process within the FEC block. By the renewal process

properties, �v could thus be computed as

�v =
�

k

kX
i=1

i R(i; k)
n�kX

j=bn�k+1�ic

R(j + 1; n� k + 1)

+
1� �

k

k�1X
i=1

(k � i) S(i; k)
k�1�iX
j=0

S(j + 1; n� k + 1); (7)

where the notation bxc represents the positive part of x.

The average video burst length after FEC recovery, �v could also be computed from the

previous development. Since bursts of errors have not the same probability to start on any

packet of the FEC block, each position has to be considered separately. The probability

Pj that a burst starts at the jth position of the FEC block is given by

Pj = Pr(xj�1 = 0; xj = 1); (8)

where xi denotes the binary state of the packet i (i.e., either lost or not after FEC

recovery). The average length Lj of a burst starting at position j in a FEC block could

then be written as

Lj =

P
1

l=1 l Pr(xj�1 = 0; xj = 1; : : : ; xj+l�1 = 1; xj+l = 0)

Pj
; (9)
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where only video packets are considered. Indeed FEC packets have to be skipped at the

end of each FEC block. They obviously do not participate to the video burst length.

The video average burst length �v is �nally given by the following probability-weighted

summation

�v =

Pk
j=1 Pj LjPk
j=1 Pj

: (10)

Assume now that the channel loss process can be characterized by the Gilbert

model [21{24]. Notice that our goal here is not to validate the Gilbert model, but rather to

show how, given a channel model, the video loss pattern could be computed. The Gilbert

model is a two-state Markovian model [25] with geometrically distributed residence times

(see Figure 4). States 0 and 1 correspond respectively to the correct reception and loss of

a packet. The transition rates p and q between the states control the lengths of the error

bursts.

0
1-q

1

p

q

1-p

Fig. 4. Two-state Markov chain: Gilbert model.

The global packet loss ratio � corresponds to the stationary probability to be in the loss

state: � = p

p+q
. The average error burst length � is given by the average residence time

in the loss state: � = 1
q
. These loss process parameters � and � can be sensed through

control protocols (e.g., RTCP) or delay measurements [26].

The loss patterns �v and �v could be easily computed in the case of a Gilbert-model

loss process. They obviously depend on both the model parameters p and q and the FEC

parameters k and n. Details of the computation are given in the Appendix A. For the

remaining of the development, the parameters (�v; �v) will be written as �v(k; n) and

�v(k; n) to explicit their dependence on k and n.

Figures 5 (a) and (b) represents the evolution of the video loss parameters �v and �v

for di�erent network loss patterns. It is shown that �v increases with k as the amount of

protection decreases for a given n. Also FEC protection becomes less eÆcient for bursty

loss traÆc (large � values) for a given �. Moreover the average length of lost video packets

clearly exhibits a maximum around k = n
2
. This maximum can be explained as follows.

When the amount of protection is very large, �v stays close to k. When the amount

of protection decreases, the video loss pattern gets closer to the channel loss pattern.

In between there is an maximum which is less pronounced for bursty process. These

behaviors still hold for di�erent FEC block lengths.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of �v and �v versus the number of video packets k in a FEC block of length n = 10.

IV. MPEG-2 perceptual distortion-rate function

Several studies have already been conducted on the analysis of the rate-distortion curve

for MPEG codecs [27{29]. They lead to the conclusion that the distortion evolves some-

how exponentially with the decreasing source rate [30]. However, video distortion was

measured by means of pure mathematical metrics such as the MSE.

Figure 6 shows that the perceptual video distortion varies exponentially with the quan-

tizer scale factor (i.e., MQUANT ). The TV-resolution video sequence was encoded in

open-loop VBR mode (OL-VBR) using a TM-5 MPEG-2 video coder [31]. The video

distortion was measured by means of the PDM tool [32], which proved to behave consis-

tently with human judgments. This tool relies on a model of the human visual system

(HVS) [33].

Moreover, the average source rate RS is also evolving exponentially with the

MQUANT [34].

Therefore, the source perceptual distortion-rate function can be expressed as (see Fig-

ure 7):

DS(RS) = �S R �S
S ; (11)

where the parameters �R and �R are related to the encoding complexity of the set of

frames under consideration. Details of the interpretation of Eq. (11) can be found in [35].

This relation holds at the sequence, group of pictures and even frame level.

Figure 7 exhibits an important, though trivial, behavior: for MPEG-2 source rates

below 10 Mbps, a small increase in source rate leads to a great decrease in perceptual

distortion.
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Fig. 6. Perceptual distortion as a function of the quantizer scale MQUANT.
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Fig. 7. Perceptual distortion as a function of the mean encoding bit rate. Fitting parameters of Eq. (11):

�R = 14:59 106 and �R = �0:883.

V. Perceptual Distortion under Different Loss Patterns

We now investigate the impact of di�erent packet loss patterns onto video distortion.

In MPEG-2 streaming over IP networks, a macroblock may be damaged in any of the

three following cases:

� (i) it belongs to an RTP packet that has been lost during transmission,

� (ii) it belongs to a slice that has been a�ected by a packet loss (spatial propagation),

� (iii) it is temporally dependent on a damaged area of a previous reference frame (temporal

propagation).

Intuitively speaking the perceptual distortion of the received video is in average pro-

portional to the number of lost macroblocks, hence to the number of lost pixels. To
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emphasize this, an MPEG-2 transmission system has been simulated using a 400 frames

long sequence and a very large set of network loss patterns. Figure 8 shows the video dis-

tortion as a function of the number of lost pixels. The linear proportionality of this result

has a correlation factor lying around 0:992. Video distortion is thus directly related to the

number of spatially lost macroblocks. Equivalently, the distortion is directly proportional

to the number of spatially lost pixels, since macroblocks can only be entirely lost.
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Fig. 8. Perceptual distortion versus percentage of spatially lost pixels for several loss patterns (source

rate RS 2 f4:85; 2:35g Mbps).

Hence the perceptual distortion is driven by spatial error propagation. Temporal error

propagation is clearly a direct consequence of the lost macroblocks, hence pixels.

Loss impact byte

xx = 0

Average Slice Length, S

Lost packet

Lost packet Lost packet

Slice header

   = 1v

   = 2v

Fig. 9. Spatial error propagation under �v = f1; 2g.

Furthermore, notice that the loss of a single packet could be enough to lose the entire

corresponding slice. As an example, Figure 9 shows how data loss propagates spatially

for two di�erent loss patterns (i.e., �v = 1 and �v = 2). Since an entire slice can be

fully lost with the loss of a single packet, it is desirable that a burst of lost packets

damage the same slice. Accordingly, under a given packet loss ratio, bursts of lost packets

damage fewer pixels than individual lost packets. Thus the average number of lost bytes
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(equivalently, the average number of spatially damaged pixels) decreases exponentially

with �v (see Appendix B). Thus we draw the important conclusion that a uniform loss

process corresponds to the worst case with respect to the amount of degradation due to

data loss. The probability Pl for pixels to be lost is given by (Eq. (37), Appendix B)

Pl =
L

RS

= �v +
RS �v

2 P NS�v
; (12)

where P represents the packet size (i.e., generally 184 bytes of MPEG-2 video data) and

NS represents the average number of MPEG-2 slices per second.

Now the e�ect of network losses has to be analyzed in terms of distortion. It has been

shown that the perceptual distortion is proportional to the number of spatially lost pixels

(see Fig. 8). Showing the dependence of �v and �v from k and n Eq. (12) leads to the

distortion DL due to data loss:

DL(k; n) = �L

 
�v(k; n) +

RS �v(k; n)

2 P NS�v(k; n)

!
; (13)

where �L is a constant depending on the spatio-temporal complexity of the sequence and

the error concealment scheme. The residual loss process parameters �v and �v directly

depends on the FEC algorithm and the global loss process (See Section III).

The variation of DL(k; n) on �v and �v as given by Eq. (13) is shown in Figure 10, for

a given source rate. It can be seen that the distortion indeed increases linearly with �v.

Also, under a given �v, the distortion decreases exponentially with �v. This behavior has

also been observed with the MSE distortion metric.
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Fig. 10. Perceptual distortion versus the video loss process parameters (source rate RS = 4.75 Mbit/s)

Finally, the mapping between the distortion DL(k; n) and the number of spatially lost

macroblocks Lp (i.e., the value of �L) is almost independent of the source rate [35]. In the
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range of MPEG-2 target rates (i.e., 3.5 to 15 Mbps), the relative distortion of concealed

areas is similar in low and high source rates. The quality of a reconstructed areas through

error concealment depends on the accuracy of surrounding video elements, and thus on

the source rate. For larger source rate, the reconstructed areas are better approximation

of the original data. In the same time the quality of the lossless transmission also increases

with the source rate. Hence the relative channel distortion is assumed to be independent

of the source rate.

VI. Joint Source/Channel Perceptual Distortion

We now address the initial problem stated in Section I namely to �nd the optimal RS(t)

and RFEC(t) at time t that minimize the end-to-end video distortion under the constraint

RS(t) +RFEC(t) � R(t) given a set of video and network parameters. The total bit rate

R(t) is one of the inputs to our system. It must be noted that this input may very well

be adjusted to conform to any network policy (e.g., using the ow control algorithm of

TCP [36]). Our rate allocation scheme then optimally uses the entire available rate R(t).

By the FEC scheme structure, the source rate is expressed as RS(t) =
k
n
R(t) and the

rate of FEC packets as RFEC(t) =
n�k
n
R(t) (see Figure 3). Recall that the distortionDL as

given by Eq. (13) represents the average distortion between a losslessly and packet-lossily

transmitted versions of the same MPEG-2 bit stream. We need however a total end-to-

end distortion measure D between the original and received video. Consider now only

the video elements (e.g., macroblocks) that are lost but replaced by error concealment at

the receiver. Let gDL be the average distortion between these elements and their original

version. The end-to-end average distortion can then be written as

D = DS (1� Pl) +gDL Pl = DS + Pl (gDL �DS); (14)

where Pl represents the average probability for a video element (e.g macroblock) to be

lost. Eq. (14) holds for MSE-like distortion metrics. Assume that it is also veri�ed in

average for perceptual distortion. In this case, we can interpret the second-term in the

righthand side of Eq. (14) as the average distortion due to data loss

DL = Pl ( ~DL �DS); (15)

where DL is directly related to the number of lost pixels from Eq. (13). Notice that

Eq. (15) holds thanks to our de�nition of the distortion DL.

Our problem becomes now the following: At time t, �nd the optimal FEC scheme

parameters (k; n) that minmize the end-to-end distortion:

min
k�n�N

D(n; k) = �S

 
k

n
R(t)

!�S
+ �L �v(k; n)

 
1 +

k R(t)

2 n P NS �v(k; n)

!
(16)
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given the total bandwidth R(t), the channel state (i.e., p and q in the Gilbert model)

and the scene-dependent parameters (�S; �S; �L). The constraint n � N simply imposes

a maximum reconstruction time for the FEC decoding.

Since the parameters (k; n) only take integer values, Eq. (16) can be solved easily

through numerical methods. The optimal values of k and n then lead to the optimal rate

distribution between source and FEC rate. In the same time, they de�ne the optimal

media-independent FEC algorithm in terms of the end-to-end distortion.

VII. Experimental Results

The optimal FEC parameters are given in Table I for several network conditions and

video scenes of di�erent spatio-temporal complexities. The FEC reconstruction delay is

set to approximately 6.5 ms (i.e, N = 20 at 4 Mbps and N = 30 at 6 Mbps). Optimal FEC

parameters and hence rate distribution are then numerically computed from Eq. 16. It is

R = 4 Mbps R = 6 Mbps

Ski Foot Foot News

PLR ABL k n k n k n k n

0.1 1 14 18 16 20 23 29 22 29

2 14 20 15 20 22 30 19 30

0.01 1 19 20 19 20 28 30 28 30

2 1 1 1 1 29 30 25 30

0.001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 29 30

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

TABLE I

Optimal FEC parameters for several transmissions conditions and scenes.

shown that the FEC rate (i.e., n�k
n
) decreases when the global loss ratio (PLR) decreases.

Moreover the required FEC rate is lower for the Foot sequence (i.e., high spatio-temporal

complexity) than for the News video scene (i.e., low spatio-temporal complexity), at least

for PLR � 0:1. This intuitive result clearly exhibits the joint role of both the source and

FEC rates onto the end-to-end distortion. The evolution of the optimal parameters with

the increasing global loss burstiness (ABL) is less straightforward. They indeed result

from a tradeo� between the decreasing FEC eÆciency and decreasing error propagation

e�ect.

The temporal evolution of the distortion through a �ve-scene sequence is given in Fig-

ures 11(a) and 12(a). The distortion averaged over sliding windows through Minkowski

summation is compared to the one obtained from classical FEC schemes. Thanks to its
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Fig. 11. Perceptual distortion (a) and PSNR (b) vs frame number for optimal rate distribution scheme

and classical FEC schemes. The sequence is composed of 5 di�erent scenes. The available rate R is

set to 4 Mbps for the 204 �rst frames, and to 6 Mbps for the 196 last frames. The global loss process

parameters are set to (PLR;ABL) = (:1; 1).

adaptivity features, our rate distribution algorithm outperforms the common schemes,

as reported also by the PSNR evolution (see Figures 11(b) and 12(b)). The proposed

algorithm indeed adapts to the scene complexity, to the available bandwidth and to the

network conditions. It has to be noted that large loss ratio values have been chosen since

the length of the sequence is relatively short. However, even if these values seem relatively

high compared to usual mean ratios on today's network, they are likely to happen during

small time intervals.

VIII. Conclusions

In this paper we considered a joint source and channel coding problem. More speci�-

cally, we proposed a solution to the problem of optimal rate distribution between MPEG-2

and media-independent FEC. The optimality has been de�ned in terms of minimal end-

to-end perceptual video distortion. The eÆciency of a media-independent FEC algorithm

has been studied �rst. The residual video loss patterns after FEC recovery have been

computed for a Gilbert-model global loss process. The exponential source perceptual

distortion-rate function has then be derived from empirical results. Finally, the distortion

due to loss has been shown to be directly proportional to the number of lost pixels. From

this set of equations, the optimal rate distribution, as well as the optimal FEC scheme
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Fig. 12. Perceptual distortion (a) and PSNR (b) vs frame number for optimal rate distribution scheme

and classical FEC schemes. The sequence is composed of 5 di�erent scenes. The available rate R is

set to 4 Mbps for the 204 �rst frames, and to 6 Mbps for the 196 last frames. The global loss process

parameters are set to (PLR;ABL) = (:01; 1).

are obtained by solving a simple optimization problem. Finally, the proposed allocation

scheme has been shown to outperform classical FEC schemes due to its adaptivity to the

video scene, to the available bandwidth and to the network state.

The same study could be applied to other encoding schemes (e.g., H.263, MPEG-4),

although in this case the loss spatial propagation is reduced.
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Appendix

I. FEC recovery in a Gilbert-model loss process

For a Gilbert loss process the following relations hold

p(i) =

8<: 1� q; if i = 1

q (1� p)i�2 p; otherwise.
(17)

P (i) =

8<: 1; if i = 1

q (1� p)i�2; otherwise.
(18)
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q(i) =

8<: 1� p; if i = 1

p (1� q)i�2 q; otherwise.
(19)

Q(i) =

8<: 1; if i = 1

p (1� q)i�2; otherwise.
(20)

The probabilities R(m;n), S(m;n), r(m;n) and �r(m;n) could be computed by recur-

rence from Eqs. (3), (6), (4) and (5) respectively.

Let now Rn the probability that no packet is lost in a FEC block given that the �rst

packet is erased. It could be written as

Rn =
n�k�1X
i=0

R(i + 1; n): (21)

The probability for a burst to start on jth packet of a FEC block (i.e., 1 � j � n) is

thus given by

Pj =

8<: � (q + (1� q) Rn)
Pn�1

i=n�kR(i+ 1; n); if j = 1

�
Pn�j

i=0

Pk�n+j+i�2
x=0 q S(x+ 1; j � 1) R(i+ 1; n� j + 1); if j > 1.

(22)

The average length of bursts of video packets, �v, has now to exclude redundancy

packets. Let �rst f denote the number of FEC blocks transitions along the burst. It

could be written as

f = oor

 
l + j � 2

k

!
: (23)

Let now z denote the position in a FEC block of the �rst video packet following a burst

of length l:

z =

8<: k; if (l + j � 1) mod k = 0

(l + j � 1) mod k; otherwise.
(24)

Moreover let rn�k and �rn�k denote the probability to lose all the video packets of a

FEC block and that the �rst video packet of the next FEC block is either erased or not

(before FEC recovery). These probabilities could be written as

rn�k =
n�kX

bn�2k+1c

r(i+ 1; n� k + 1); (25)

and

�rn�k =
n�kX

bn�2k+1c

�r(i + 1; n� k + 1); (26)
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where the notation bxc represents the positive part of x. Similarly rjn�k and �rjn�k denote

the probability that the last video packet (i.e., the packet k) of the �rst FEC block is lost,

and the �rst video packet of the second block is respectively erased or not (before FEC

recovery). It is assumed that all video packet between packet j and k are lost. These

probabilities could hence be written as

rjn�k =
n�kX
i=0

r(i+ 1; n� k + 1)
2k�n+i�2X

x=0

S(x+ 1; j � 1); (27)

and

�rjn�k =
n�kX
i=0

�r(i+ 1; n� k + 1)
2k�n+i�2X

x=0

S(x+ 1; j � 1): (28)

The average length of a burst starting on the jth video packet of a FEC block is given

by

Lj =
1X
l=0

l (1� q)l�f�1 cj(l); (29)

where cj(l) is the probability to have a video packet burst of length l starting with j. The

conditional probability c1(l) for bursts starting with the �rst video packet of the FEC

block (i.e., j = 1) could be written as

c1(l) =

8<:
� (q+(1�q) Rn)

P1
(rn�k Rn + �rn�k) rn�k

f ; if z = n
� (q+(1�q) Rn)

P1
q
Pk�2

i=0 S(i+ 1; n� z) rn�k
f ; otherwise.

(30)

For 2 � j � k, cj could be written as

cj(l) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

� q

Pj

Pn�z�1
i=0

Pk�3�i
x=0 S(x+ 1; j � 1) q S(i+ 1; n� z); if l + j � 1 < k

� q

Pj
(rjn�k Rn + �rjn�k); if z = k and f = 0

� q

Pj
(rn�k Rn + �rn�k) r

j
n�k rn�k

f ; if z = k and f 6= 0
� q

Pj
q
Pk�2

i=0 S(i+ 1; n� z) rjn�k rn�k
bf�1c; otherwise.

(31)

Finally, �v is given by

�v =

Pk
j=1 Pj LjPk
j=1 Pj

(32)

II. Number of spatially lost pixels

Let x denote the byte position where the loss starts. Let then � represent the integer

number of slices damaged by the loss. If P and S respectively represent the size of the

transmission packet and the average slice length, � has to verify

(� � 1) S < �v P � � S: (33)
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Fig. 13. Number of damaged pixels versus the impact byte in the stream.

From Figure 9, it can be deduced that the number of lost pixels follows a piecewise

linear function versus the impact byte, as represented in the Figure 13. The average

number of lost video bytes per burst is therefore given by

B = �v P +
S

2
= �v P +

RS

2 NS

; (34)

where RS represents the source rate. NS denote the number of slices per time unit. The

mean rate of packet loss bursts is then given by

RB =
RS �v

P �v
: (35)

Finally, from Eq. (34) and (35), the rate of lost video bytes, L, is simply given by

L = B RB = RS �v +
RS

2 �v

2 P NS�v
: (36)

Since in average the number of lost pixels is proportional to the number of lost video

bytes, the ratio of lost pixels is equivalent to

Pl =
L

RS

= �v +
RS �v

2 P NS�v
: (37)

It has to be noticed that Pl represents also the probability for a pixel to be lost.

To show the dependence of Pl on �v, Figure 14 represents the number of spatially

damaged pixels versus the video average burst length and the packet loss ratios �v. The

number of lost pixels is clearly decreasing in 1=�v. Moreover, the phenomenon is more

visible for low �v values (i.e., typical values). Finally, it has to be noted that the inuence

of the Average Burst Length decreases when the encoding bit rate decreases, since the

slice size decreases.

Finally, it has to be noticed that the computed value of Pl is very close to experimental

data. The correlation factor computed between simulation results and analytic value from

Eq. (37) lies around :995 for a large set of source rate.
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